Literacy

Numeracy

Science

Story: ‘Fatou, Fetch the Water’ by Neil Griffiths

Count in steps of 2, 3, 5 and 10.

Outcome: To write a story about someone going to collect
something but getting different things instead.

Compare and order, estimate and measure capacity using litres and millilitres.

Plants

Add and subtract 2 digit numbers and in the context of money and interpreting
data in statistics.

Focus on compound sentences and noun phrases.

Outcome: To write a letter giving an answer to a problem
about an animal.

Solve problems involving multiplication and division using arrays and repeated
addition.
Recognise, find, name and write fractions of a length, a shape and a quantity.
Identify and describe the properties of 2-D and 3-D shapes.

Focus on verbs, different types of sentences and correct
grammar.

Use mathematical vocabulary to distinguish between rotation as a turn and as
angles.

Non-Fiction: ‘Dr Fisher Asks’

Observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow
into mature plants
Find out and describe how plants need water, light
and a suitable temperature to grow and stay
healthy.
Animals
Notice that animals, including humans, have
offspring which grow into adults.

Identify and name a variety of plants and animals
in their habitats.

PSHE Relationships
Year 2 (Miss Batchelor and Mrs Buckeridge)

Through this unit we are going to be talking about people who are
important to us and how we treat our friends. We are also going to
be investigating the feelings of pride and jealousy.

Here, There and Everywhere!
Kampong Ayer

Art / D&T
This term our focus will be on paint. The children will use a
variety of brush types and experiment with water colour and
poster paint, producing works of art on a smaller and larger
scale. They will learn about colour relationships, the
primary, secondary and tertiary colours and colour mixing.
We will be studying the art of Monet and Van Gogh. In
D&T the children will be designing, making and evaluating a
puppet to perform a play. During this project they will
explore and evaluate different techniques to join fabric.

Music
We will explore timbre, tempo and dynamics for our first
topic and we will explore sound for our second, using
our voices and percussion instruments to perform to
other classes at the end of term.

Summer Term

Computing
RE
We will explore symbols important
to the Christian and Jewish faith
and symbols important to them,
with particular focus on symbols
within a Jewish synagogue and a
Christian church.

We will be developing our understanding
of data handling this term by continuing to
make pictograms and graphs to create and
answer questions. The children will be
introduced to branching databases using
2Question. They will make their own
branching database to identify objects
using yes or no questions.

Forest Schools & Gardening
We will be exploring colour in nature– searching for and matching colours that we find. We will
also be using natural pigments – from leaves and flowers – to create pictures and patterns.
Children will have the opportunity to explore their own personal preferences – creating natural
pictures of things that they like. Additionally, children will be able to use tools such as the hack
saw and bow saw in order to create a hanging decoration for somebody that they like. Children
will also have the opportunity to harvest and sample produce as it becomes available.

PE
Dance
The children will learn how to create and link
dance phrases using a simple dance structure in
order to create a dance to perform.
Outdoor PE
In our outdoor PE lessons we will be working on
bat and ball skills to build up to simple games of
tennis and rounders.

Humanities
Understand geographical similarities and
differences through studying the human
and physical geography of a small area in
a contrasting non-European country.
Identify seasonal and daily weather
patterns and locate hot and cold places of
the world.
Use basic geographical vocabulary to
describe human and physical features.
Use world maps, atlases and globes to
locate places around the world.
Study how and why things have changed
in Kampong Ayer.

